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Some Pohcy Proposals 89 68 RON MATTHEWS shortages linked with malnutrition and starvation, and, in some cas.... imminent national bankruptcy. The examination of'Kenva's machinebuilding sector is conducted against such a back-drop, and our critical appraisal, as a consequence, needs to be tempered bv the minimal comparative performance ol many of the Atrican economies. Albeit that Kenva, in its efforts to industrialise, cannot be expected to emulate the strategies of the Soviet Lnion. Indian, China, and more recentiv Korea and Taiwan, it has nevertheless paid scant attention to one of the primarv goals common to the development strategy of these states -namely, technological self-sufficiency.' In this respect little has changed since independence. Manufacturing activitv has continued to evolve along a western technological frontier that has been demarcated by the transnationals, which dominate the broad spectrum of operations in this sector, importing the majority of their process equipment.2 Unlike a number of newly-industrialising countries iN.I.C.s) elsewhere in the Third World, Kenya has failed to promote technology-producing enterprises as even partial catalysts in the pursuit of local industrial innovation.
There is one exception to this rather disappointing picture: the production of mechanical' machinery, because here an industrial structure has been created which is conducive to the generation of indigenous expertise. My aim, then, is to describe and examine the economic status of this small but strategically important industrv, providing perhaps the first insight of its contribution in the technological development of Kenya. I India's degree of self-sufficiencv in the machine-rooi industrv advanced from a position in 1955 where it couLd suppiv onlv 11 pee cent of total consumption to one shere 20 ears later. in 1975, it accounted for 78 per cent oftthe countr 's demand: Ron Matthews, Industnal Strategv and Technological Dvnamism in Machine Tool IManufacture -Comparative Perspectiues on India andJapan'. University of Lund, Sweden. Research Policv Institute, 1982, TechnologN and Culture Series No. 7 . For a discusuon of seif-sufficiency in thui field as a major developmental goal, see Chu-Yuan Cheng. Thr .4at.w Buidag l4awtry mr Commwwt China Edinburgh, 972 p. 212. S Fred Nixon. 'mport-Substituung Industnaliaaton'. in Martin Fransman ed. , Indwst and .4Autinhlatn i .lo rtca London, 1982) , p. 49, draws the following conclusions. which seem particularly appasite for Kenya: import-substitution has not, in practice, significantil alleviated the balance-of-pavments constraint: it has led to a growing dependence on a largelv imported. capital-intensive technology and has thus not created extensive employment opportunities or indigenous te-hnologicai development; the process has been heavily dependent on foreign capitai and has emphasised the establishment ot consumer goods industries at the expense of investment and capital gods indus. in;S it ha Iled to what many sould regard as an undesirable redistribution of income and in general it has failed to generate a susta.ned process of economic groith.'
ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS
Kenya has been manufacturing machinerv for longer than is generaliv realised. A notable proportion ol'producers pre-date independence in 1963, and the roots ot'a sizeable and tenacious minoritv can even be traced back to the late 1940s. It was the Asian entrepreneurs who comprised this hardy core, several having served their engineering apprenticeships in the railwav workshops in Nairobi before identifying opportunities to set themselves up in business.' The Asian flair for mechanical undertakings induced others to establish basic workshops for vehicle repairs to serve the rapidly growing post-war market for imported transport equipment.
In the rural towns, such as Kisumu a-.d Eldoret, this form of specialisation soon began to encompass other more agriculturally related mechanical activities, including the repair and maintenance of tractors and farm equipment. The next step was the fabrication of agricultural machinery for the specific needs and requirements of the farming regiob in which the manufacturer was situat .d. 2 Thus, there are now firms in Kisumu that specialise in building sugar-cane crushing machinery, whilst in the Rift V'alley plouga id harrows are produced in response to the needs of the large-scale diversified arable-farming community. Nairobi is the main location for the manufacturers of tea and coffee machinery.
After independence, a number of'the larger machinery organisations, especially those from Britain, decided to establish manufacturing facilities in Kenva. The loss of a hitherto captive market for external companies obviously helped to galvanise their interest in creating local productive capacity, initially in Kenya as a first step in the penetration 'This seems to be suppored by Paul Bennell's observations shen he noted in 1981 that The skilled artisans (of the engincering sectorl were predominantiv Asians who were either poached from the railwavs or other government departments. or directiv imported from overseas. Engineering skills were mainiv manual requiring little theoretical knowledge and were acquired as a result of prolonged in-plant experience.' 'The Formationi of' Engneering Labour Nlarkets in Kenya. g191-79', I.D.S. Working Paper No 379, Nairobi. February i981, p. ao.
Note Per Kongstad's comments on the importance of the Asian influence on the industry: ' In metalworking industnes the Asians operate most of the aoo small or medium-sized factories near to Nairobi. Mombasa. Nakuru and Kisumu. It may be argued that general engineering is a kev service industrv on which the maintenance and increase ol productivity in agnculture A and other industries ! ultimately depends. W%'hile the exact location of agncultural processing mndustnes is less important to peasants and farmers in a country like Kenva where transportation is cheap and abundant, the service industnes providing repair facilities and general mechanical competence certainly must be within reach of the productive sectors to which they are linked, or should be linked.' 'Kenva: industnal growth or industrial development?', in J. F. Rwevemamu ed.j, Industriahsiation and Incomt Doiribulion in .4lrica (odesna, of the region, and thence to the largely untapped agricultural equipment market in the rest of the continent. The progress made by the multinational companies towards this objective, however, has been spasmodic. The collapse ot'the East African Community, the persistent severe droughts, and the lack of political stability and economic development in numerous African countries has all helped to dampen activities. But despite the lack of major growth opportunities thuz fa open to these larger companies, lew have 'pulled up sticks' and departed. It can onlv be surmised that the old dog-iii-the-manger, oligopolistic tendencies of cornering whatever markets are available, continue to dictate an essentially defensive commercial strategy.
Although the large firms dominate the production of machinery, at least in terms of value, several smaller enterprises have contributed to the rich diversity of output that has evolved in recent years. There is, in point of fact, a high degree of specialisation within the industry. Although the following list of productive activities is not exhaustive, it offers a clear indication of the considerable range of available skills and technical expertise: namely machinery and equipment for (i) concrete block-making, Vii) saw milling, (iii) wood working, (iv) press-stamping soap, (v) ventilation and air conditioning, (vi) folding, packing, and hoisting, (vii) compressing air and gases, (viii) manufacturing textiles, (ix) crushing sugar-cane, !x) cotton ginning, (xi) maize milling, (xii) harvesting and processing coffee, tea, and sisal, (xiii) spraying crops, (xiv) storing grains and seeds, and especially (xv) general farming, including making a broad range of ploughs, hoes, and 1 harrows. Apart from this impressive array of specialised competence, the majority of manufacturers offer associated fabrication and welding operations, typically related to customised production, against orders for a host of subsidiary items such as boilers, storage tanks, and agricultural trailers.
In line with the experience of more industrialised countries elsewhere, the manufacture of machinery in Kenya emerged as a response to the existence of viable commercial opportunities. In most cases the production of equipment was commenced to satisfy a demand that existed prior to its local supply, t and the initial process was inevitably unco-ordinated, fragmentary, and of modest beginnings. However, it I The eighteenth-centurv irdustrial revolution in Britain would most emphatically have been still-born without the emergence of early machine-tool technology. It is well-known that James Watt built the first workable machine, the steam enRine. But its successful arrival was delayed for yearsn as he was unable to obtain sufficient compression from the 'it between piston and cylinder until John WVilkinson solved the problem by inventing the first effective machine tool: a honzontal bonng mill. See C. R. Hine, Vachdnt Tools and Procees far Engineevs (New York, 1971t , P 2. . , is generally acknowledged that during the early phase in the development of machinery production in many countries, the meagre proportion of national resources employed as inputs to the industry, and the equallv small value of its output to total industrial production, belies the sector's strategic qualitv in the pursuit of non-dependent technological progress. 2 The initial epoch of machinery production in Kenva is an example of this general pattern. 3 The growth characteristics of the machinery-producing sector in Kenva are quantified in Table I . Net output, in real terms, has grown at a fast pace since independence of 7 per cent per annum, even given the lean commercial environment in which the sector operates. 4 T t can Sources: linistrv of Finance and Economic Planning, Industnal Production Suruev Nairobi, iq_ 2 5); Ministry of Economic Planning and Development. Statzstca! Abstracts Nairobii, 1977-82: and Central Bureau of Statistics, Industrv Summary Files.
The argument is that mechanical engineenng helps to catapult a countrv forward in its drive for economic and technological maturity. The smallness of the inAoal size of the machine-bu;lding sector relative to the host economy clouds its strategic importance -it grew, for example, in China from a 27 to a 12 per cent share between 1949 and 2966, and in India from C5 o 23 per cent from 1946 tO 1974; Cheng, op. cit. p. I. and Nattlhews. op. cit. p. 6. Machine-tool production is usually seen as a principal component of the 'rnechanical' machinery sector. Yet, even as late as 16o, it accounted for only 0o3 per cent of total manufacturing output in India; Miatthews. op. cit. p. 57.
' Thus, even though the Kenyan authonties have not given overt emphasis to the promotion of a capita-goods industrv, its 7-4 per rent rate of growth has matched the manufactunng sector over the same penod of time. In fact, more recently, from 1976 to 1982, the 102 per cent growth of the machinery sector has been faster than that of manufacturing at 8 I per cent.
be readilv seen, rnoreover, that whilst phvsical labour and its associated emp!ovment costs experienced conservative rates uf growth between I 964 and 1980, the expansion of value-added has been more in line with the industrv's potential r6le as a leading sector in the growth of' the industrial economy.' Things started to go awry, however, al'ter 1980. The progressive decline in emplovment and value added since then reflects a serious deterioration in the market prospects for equipment.
THE DEMAND FOR MACHINERY
The biggest single constraint to the continued growth and development of the industry is undoubtedly low demand. In stating this it must again be emphasised that an important assvmmetry exists between the minimum market-size requirements of the machine builders and those of the consumer-goods industries; for specialisation to be effective in the former, a large market is essential, possibly greater in size than that required to achieve all the economies of scale in the latter.' The crux of this distinction between the demand curves facing capital-and consumer-goods rests in the unique characteristic of outputs for producers: namely, the effect of stocking-up' the market, so that the amount of machinery sold now will influence what can be sold later. This feature has been, and continues to be, the cornerstone to machine-building enterprises in the western world.
A useful paradigm can be formulated as soon as we realise that the demand for the products of the machine-building industrv is limited by the specialised nature of the product range of the constituent firms.
Once the saturation of the market had taken place, attempts to increase or maintain demand can oniv be achieved bv finding new customers. This would occur bv the creation of newiv designed, invariably increased capital-intensive products that offer an improved, and hence a more efficient, mode of operation, so vital lit a highly competitive industrial mileu. It ib small wonder that machine-builders not oniv deliberately seek to render obsolete the equipment held by customers, but also actively to hasten this process. To increase demand, then, -apital-using innovations must occur.
I Under the wider definition of machine building, this industry grew at the rate of 18 6 per cent in Communist China between i952-66; at 26 per cent in the Soviet Union, 1927 Union, /8-1937 ; at i5 6 per cent in India, 19 5 1-07; and at i541 per cent injapan, 1 9 52 -6. See Cheng, op. cit. p. 228. According to ri . classification of capital goods -which defines them as encompassing electrical, non-electrical. and transport machinerv -Kenya sustained a rate of output growth betwern 1964-80 ot 13 per cent.
O (f course, the relevance of ihis comparison applies only to the consumer-goods industries involved in the production ot nun-durable goo<ds.
If such reasoning proximates to reality --and there exists empirical evidence to suggest that it does' then the pauci'v ofloptions available for the poorer countries to increase demand in the production ul' unchanged capital goods will be severely limited in the long-term. Reliance on foreign-designed technology, moreover, will do little to ease the problem because the capital-using nature J. the innovations taking place in the equipment-supplying industries of the West is generally inappropriate to the, conditions operating in such countries as Kenya. In a capital-scarce economy, innovations are much more likelv to be calibrated towards reducing the degree of complexitv involved in the final product, rather than upgrading models in an attempt to induce manufacturers to repiace fullv depreciated but still productive capital equipment.
Inadequacies in demand during the formative years of a capitalgoods industry stultify progress towards industrial maturity. Important in this sense will be the synergistic relationship between increasing levels c f demand and the degree of efficiencv-inducing division of labour that has been achieved. The capacity to produce and uti!ise indigenous equipment is a vital element here because of the implausiLIlity that vertical disintegration in third-world machine-building industries will take place merely through the transplantation of foreign technology. More likely an 'evolutionary' process is required, whereby existing patterns of production are graduallk transformed to incorporate those firms which emerge to specialise in the various vertical sequences of production that are commrin to metal-using industries.
Some of the most important ot the operations conventionally undertaken by these supplier industries relate to the provision of comporents, steels, castings, and forgings. Kenva. however, has made only modest progress in these areas. As a consequence, a mixture of imports and vertical integration still characterises the input-sourcing structure of machinery manufacture. The achievement of cross-integrated horizontal specialisation thus continues to remain a distant ideal.
SOURCES OF INPUTS
What elements are required to encourage the expansion of machinery-pro. acing industries?
For a tomplete exposition oR this the)r. .int .i re%iew *I the e'.dence on which it ,. Iouiided, ,ee William Brown. Innovation in the Miachine roo) Indus,r`, in Quaarterli, ournal q Atonomici C:ambridg(, M\ass. :, August i o5,7.
I. Components
The productive structure of Kenya's capital-goods sector has not yet advanced to accommodate the refined levels of interdependence exhibited by the industries of developed countries. The absence of' a l'ully diversified sub-structu:e of component manufacturers, for instance, means that the majority of the czmplex items which are classified under this heading are either assembled from kits, with the resultant loss of most of the value-added, or imported in thieir entirety.
Typical in this context is the case of electric motors, which a Kenyan subsidiary of an engineering company in Ir.dia has been assembling up tO 20 h.p. since 1980. However, this external firm does not wis's to become involved in local production unless tariff protection is awarded by the Government. At present, the same 25 per cent rate of duty is paid on the import of the complete motor, as well as for the component parts,' so there is no incentive from the point of view of the Indian manufacturer for production to take place in Kenya. 2
Steel
The supply of steel as a substantial input in the f'abrication of machinerv also continues to originate from abroad. As such, the situation represents a fu:ther hiatus in the network of backward linkages which traditionally derive from capital-goods production. There are, in fact, a number of steel-rolling mills in operaiion in Kenya, though thev apparentiv suffer from considerable under-utilisation ot'capacity due to the shortage of scrap metal available for melting purposes. 3
,dt4 Nairobi i, Schedule 2. There are two points here. First. the Govemment has to ensuLe that pnor to granting tanff duty relief :here will be ati actual, or at least potential, increase in local prodution. rhere seems little justification tor tanffconcessions if, in the example cited, electric motors were to be inported in C. .IJ. form, simply to l.e assembled in Kenva, Second, the prejudices of the manufacturers regarding the height of the tanff wall may incicate a level of 'nominal' protection that is more than that actually warranted as regards 'effective' protection, defined as measured domestic value-added minus worid value-added, expressed as a per:entage. From an economic perspective the efl'ective rate is a more useful measure because it gauges the protecton given to the domestic factors of production and, therefore, the attractiveness of the acti',itv. See the World Br ak, Kmeny4: into £Ae second decadi Baltimore, 1975) , pp. 318-2 1. for at, extended discussion on the distinction b-tween nominal and effective rates osf protection.
I Ship-breaking has been introduced as a means of alleviating the shortage of 1-cal scrap, but as yet the industrv is still in its intancv. The higher qualitv specialitv steels all require to be imported and, when available, are usuallv extremelv expensive. It has been reported that in sorne instances the local importers/wholesalers add 10o-4 o0 per cent to the c.i.f. Mfombassa port pnces: Peter Coughlin, CConerting Crisis lo Boom lor Kenvan Foundriess and Metal E'ngineenng Industnes: technical possibilities versus political and bureaucratic obstacles', in l.D S. Working Paper No. g98. Nairobi. 1983, p. f)
At the beginning of the 198os, a project lbr the construction of a mini-integrated steel mill was proposed with the objective of establishing viable steel production in Kenva. These plans are seerningly no longer 'live', however, as the construction of the factory depended on a set of circumstances which no longer prevail. Most importantly, in this context, the international recession led to a buvtrs' market for steei and related products. Steel producers the world over are racked bv severe excess capacity and are readily prepared to offer heavy discounts to potential purchasers in order to obtain some contribution to their fixed costs. But the international recession also hit Kenva's ability to earn foreign exchange through the export of its cash crops. This meant in turn that the funds necessary for the construction of a modern steel mill were not available.
A final difficulty had to do with the scarcitv of local factor resources. The mill had been planned to employ a charcoal-energy process, and this would have required the creation of a man-made eucalvptus forest on as many as 256,ooo hectares of coastal land. Even if this could have been purchased at a suitable price, there was still the formidable obstacle to be faced that a decade would have had to have passed before the complete cycle of trees to charcoal could have taken place and steel production commenced. To any government, especialiv in a capitalscarce economv, this is an inordinatelv iong time to have substantial amounts of capital sunk into a commercial venture before anv return coula b: expected.
Castings and Forgings
Foundries and forging shops inevitably play an essential r6le in the process of manufacturing machinery. Here again. however, there are problems. At present there are eight foundries in Kenva -the largest of which is located in the railway workshops in Nairobi -but although they together employ around 500 workers and possess a capacity to produce 7,ooo tons of castings annually, they are mainly either departments of public-sector concerns undertaking job work for outside firms, or dedicated foundries making spares for sugar and textile mills. There is still not a single modern mechanised foundrv in the private sector for producing heavy as well as thin and precision castings.' This lack of specialist foundries has caused over half the machinerv producers tc integrate basic casting and forging operations into their manu-I Drawn from S S A.1. Stratee ana Detelopment Pre ranme tOr the hUth %NWonal Plan ot Aensa ;eneva. 1rt83 . p *, facturing processes.' Indeed, primitive casting and forging facilities are to be found in the smallest workshops, especialiv those located in the rural areas that are not near to Nairobi.
AXside lrom the distance of'speciaiist foundries and forging shops from the customer industries, there are other reasons that justify the local casting and Forging activities. Non-dependence on suppi'iers, 2 cheapness, and the ability to monitor qualitv are all considerations that can be cited in this respect. The castings produced from the rudimentary facilities of the machinery firms are far from being precision, quality pieces of work; the majoritv of them are rough, pitted, with blow-holes, and invariably out of alignment. 3 This is not unexpected, however, if the sand used in the moulds is not the correct type, often so clogged and lumpy as to seriously impair the possibility of producing a highquality finish. One manufacturer of coffee machinery, having tried unsuccessfully to obtain the required precision and 'trueness' in Kenya, was thereafter forced to obtain the castings for his bean-crushing discs from a foundry in Britain.
CAPACITYt-UNDERUTILISATION
Insufficiencv of demand is the main constraint in evolving a subsector of specialist ancillarv producers serving the needs of the capitalgoods industries. It also represents the primarv limiting factor in the transformation of a rudimentary capital-goods sector to a specialised and integrated entity. 4 The problem is that in those countries still at the frontiers of industrialisation, and processing only a low level of S'urev (if machinerv manufacturers. ri8RA. Non-dependence on prncipallv foreign suppliers was the rationale hehind Taiwan's reliance on verticil integration during the arls development of machine-tool manufacture:
This has been both the cause and effect of t~e -Iearth of manv tspes of support industnes, such as foundries, forges, heat treatment. eiectro-p;arcting, and tools and dies. Eariv on when production was eetting under wav, machine tool buildes were faced with the choice of either importing their inputs or making, them where possible. The small size of the market. however. as well as a critical shortage of foreiRn exchange, make a reliatuoe on dispensable imports unthinkable.
Alice Amsden. The Division of Labour as inmited bv tile Tvpe of Mfarket the case of the Taiwanese machine tool industry , in liorld Decelopment Oxford,, 5, 3, 1977, p 2J2. 1 The development o, the maae ine ndustry in Korea was hampered bv similar foundrv/forge deficiencies. including inadequate treatment,. ceaning, and processing of sand for moulds. as well as poor plant layout and wAstage of-matenals, which imposed costs at a laer stage of machineihnishing. C.ited hb Jasau D Mitra. capital accumulation, the minimum size of the machine-building output necessary to capture economies of scale -thus leading to progressive specialisation n mechanical activities -is likelv to be far from being reached.
The old dictum ol Adam Smith that 'division of labour is limited bv the extent of the market' has been dolefuliv relevant to Kenvan and other similarly placed third-world machinerv producers. Smith was reasoning, of course, on the basis of two interrelated, though none the less distinct, economic concepts, and for the purposes of clarifving these it is useful to mention the contribution made by Allyn Young nearly 50 years ago. He helped to place the 'division of labour' concept into a technological context bv arguing that it is associated with the use of specialised machinerv. Thus, *with the division of labour a group of complex processes is transformed into a succession of simple processes, some of which at least lend themselves to the use of machinery'. As regards the second concept, Young asked, 'what constitutes a large market? Not an area or population alone but buying,power, the capacity to absorb a large annual output of goods'.' Clearly, the author's interpretation of the extent of the market' was not in terms of physical or geographical size, but rather the degree of effective demand. Thus even low-income India, with an extremelv large land mass, population, and industrial market, possesses a machine-building sector with quite profound and well-documented inefficiencies resulting from under-utilisation of capacity.
2 For the much smaller and poorer African economies, the problems connected with excess capacitv will obviouslv be that much more attenuated.
At present the levels of capacity utilisation amongst Kenva's machinerv manufacturers are cripplingly low: only 1 7 per cent ol the firms are operating above 8o per cent of capacitv; well over half are working at below 6o per cent, and a size.able minority. 25 per cent. The large firm operatine at below 41) per cent ofcapacit% manufactures industrial compressors. The foreign-parent companv produi's approximateiv 2,y) tinits per aiinnimr, ompared to 6oo iri the hevdav of he Kens An suh%idiars . is dossr, to onc uitl a month This los Ics el oli .spa its utilisation is widespread across the engincertne sector A separate studs ,t 1q83 tound that tioundnes in Kenva used onrl 23 per e.nt of their .apa itv and metal eneineerine workshops ,,nIv 34 per ceni see Couehlin, oip ,it p 2 which had a pernicious effect on the efficiency of domestic production. and, ironically, also the more recent trade liberalisation strategy which has allowed an influx of cheaper but good qualitv imports onto the market. The collapse of' the East African Community, as well as the closing of the border with Tanzania, did nothing to reduce the tardiness of export opportunity. Lack of suitablv skilled labour is yet another problem, as is the relatively high costs associated with its employment.
There were also the manifold reverberations which ensued from the 1982 tremors to governmental stability. It has been suggested that .he attempted coup d'aat had a deleterious effect on the buoyancy of the market, as perceived by the foreign companies operating in Kenya. precipitating a decline in capital investment. The psychological shock to market confidence caused by the concurrent disturbances is also reported to have devalued the value of property -the major, perhaps only, asset that can be used as collateral by small to medium-sized companies in bank loan applications -thereby making it even more difficult to raise fixed or working capital. Furthermore, the associated deterioration in the property construction business had a damaging chain reaction on the demand for cement blocks, as well as the equipment for making them. This is, in fact, a good example of how particular segments of the machinery-producing industry can be sensitive to generalised market factors.
The fall in world commoditv prices provides another illustration.' Kenya's sugar growers have been seriously affected by the worsening cash inflow from their exports, and this has naturaliv served to diminish the sales prospects of those producing the necessarv crushing machinery, ot'ten relegating them to repair and maintenance engineers. Moreover, the sub-Saharan drought, which has brought enormous human suffering in its wake, has also had implications lor the less headline-catching affairs of the agro-related manut'acturers, since the loss of farm income affects the replacement of farm equipment; sales generally begin to decline after not more than a one to two-year time lag. Hence the manufacturers of ploughs, harrows, and hoes in Nairobi have already been badly hit bv the effects of the drought, withn many companies operating at levels of excess capacity approaching 6o per cent.
These demand constraints clearlv militate againist the expansion ol the machinery sector. 'The serial production' of equipment does not take place anvwhere in the country: the larger firms manufacture 'batches' from time to time, whilst the rest wait for specific orders. Indeed, although the fabrication oi machinery was the raison dUtre tbr the establis..ment of these smaller enterprises, their efforts are now directed very much more to the repair and service ot' equipment previously supplied. The coffee-machinery producers, for instance, are kept working by the annual renovation of their previousIy installed equipment, and are in particular demand to repair or replace the rotarv pulpers that have been damaged by the constant w,ear and tear ot crushing coffee beans. Other companies faced with idle manufacturing capacity have sought to diversify their activities -for example, one fabricator of general farm machinery has shifted to making stands for Singer-sewing machines, as well as re-conditioning liquid petroleum-gas cylinders on a contract basis for locally-based foreign companies.'
No countrv is -or indeed ought to be -totally self-sufficient in its technological needs. The very character of contemporary international intra-industrial trade connotes a degree of specialisation that is far more conducive to the aclbevement of efficiency gains than any attempt by individual countries to produce all machine models and types themselves. The question is, however, what determines the balancc between local supply and demand? 2 In the final reckoning this will probably hinge on government policy, either directlv through public investment programmes, or indirectly via tariff and tax concessions to the private sector.
The conventional conduit for developing countries to secure reductions in technological dependency is through the policy of import substitution. Francis Stewart argiues that the outcome in Kenya has been more in tune with import replication than simplv substitution. 3 In other words, the goods previously imported have not merely been As a means ol alleviating the difficulties associated with slackness in demand, arious machine-tool manufacturers in India have also diversified their output. One producer of lathes concurrentlv managed to produce in the same workshop a number of components for (he local motor-scooter factory; Ron 'Matthews, 'The replaced by locally produced items, fulfilling more or less the same functwn, but rather have been 'cloned' so that they are the exact replicas of what was previously imported. This process implies that the technology required to produce these replicated foreign goods will need to be identical to that emploved abroad, and such a strategy has all manner of unsavoury implications for the Kenvan market. Some of the more commonly-cited defects include i) the serious effects on the balance of trade which suffers because heavy imports of machinery ensue: (ii) import-biased technological change occurs, and its inappropriateness to domestic conditions is alleged to be reflected in the low levels of' labour productivity and capacity utilisation. leading to high unit costs of production: iii' the unequal distribution of income is perpetuated to support the imposed alien tastes designed lor rich countries; and iva the lbrmal-sector wage structure becomes distorted, due to the need to pav f'or the scarce skilled labour able to operate the capital-intensive technology.
The Kenyan economy is mainly exposed to these ills due to the foreign domination of its manufacturing sector. This is attested by Colin Levs, who estimated that the share of African private capital in manufacturing and repairing in [97b was of' the order of' only 5 per cent. 2 The extensive involvement ol'transnationals in Kenya is a major reason why industry exhibits such a high dependency on foreign technology. n The output of machinery is after deduction of exports.
penetration of-technology imports during the perioa 1976-82, when both domestic capital formation and imports stagnated, with little in the way of a trend towards technological self-sufficiency being discernible. Thus, it would seem that the expansion of local capital-goods production in Kenva is simply not taking place. However, if the analvsis is made more specific -as in Table 3 , where the output of just 'mechanical' machinery is pitted against total capital formation for the entire sector -then a more positive pattern can be observed. Even though the conwibution of this local sub-sector is not sizeable in absolute terms. its growth is positive and the trend moreover is upward. The figures are interesting, because thev provoke speculation as to why the machinerv industrv is increasing its share of a fairlv static total demand for equipment. The explanation almost certainly rests on the fact that there is virtualiv a captive market for agriculturallvoriented machinerv.
3 Recalling the structure of the industrv's output, I Source MStanftutal .4bstraa, 11 83 h The problem with this udatement. And the analssis from sshich it denves, is that ioswhere in the government publications are the data defined for total demand and imports ol ma(hinern and equipment. But due to orders of magnitude it is. nevertheless. reasonahle to assume that the figures have regard to the hroader denritiori ot (apital Roods, incorporating Iran .por and tiectncal machinerv I Kenya's direct imports Oft Atriculiural equipment in i8,8 tosering plough. and parts therenC'. cultivators, weeders, hoes. farrows. soil preparation equipment. and lea-processing machinerv, amounted to just slightlh over Klt 'ooso)O I[his needs to he * ompared ssith the direct imports of metal-working mashine tools ilone. which in ihe ame sear iime t mmore that K, ( ,790.000 Calculated froim Ministr ot Finance .nd Planning. Customs iid F[ se l)rpartment. .sirutal Irad Report Nairohi, i)83 described earlier, it is evident that much of the equipment manufactured relate to agricultural processing activities associated with tropical countries. Thus, if there is growth here within the total market for machinery, then the probability is that much of the expansion will be accommodated by local production units.
This state of affairs has important implications for the character of the process of production in the branch. Whilst the pervasiveness of advanced foreign technology represents the norm in numerous of the industries involved in manutacturing, particulariv as regards foodprocessing, it is not evident that it has'touched the machine-building industry to the same degree. In the cases where it has, then the production technology of the large foreign-owned manufacturers will clearly be similar to that employed by the parent company, with the attendant consequences described previously. The number of foreign firms engaged in thc local production of 'mechanical' machinery is, however, extremely small.
For the remainder ot' the companies belonging to the industrv, the technological state of plav in both product design and process configuration stands in close conformity to local factor conditions. The explanation for the lormer aspect has to do with the nature of the machinery produced, in that the basic design of the broad spectrum of' standard agricultural equipment is not amenable to extensive changes in design, whilst the equipment employed in the production process, generally speaking, conforms to the universal, standard machine tools to be found in most small engineering workshops the world over. It is a far crv fronr the capital-intensive technology that is adduced to be inappropriate for the labour-surplus countries of the South.
Even so, the absence of a domestic machine-tool manufacturing capacitv has meant that Kenya's medium-sized machine builders, in symmetry with their larger foreign-owned counterparts. must look externally for the supply of their fixed capital. Surprisingly, the numerous Asian entrepreneurs that f'orm the backbone of the firms in this size-range have not been attracted to the appropriate' technology produced by the Indian machine-tool industrv, and a number of them have complained vigorously about the qualitv of the equipment purchased.
The fact that all machine tools and most other industrial, electrical, and transport equipment have to be imported, including tractors,' I Kenva imports tractors trom at least l e countres. and the .onsequential lack ot standardatinon in spare parts perhaps suggests whv hardly 40 5o per cent are operational. See S. S (,ll. l)rselopmrnt 
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would appear to indicate the superticialitv ol'import-substitution efforts in this area. However, the problem has rnore to do with the nature of the dependency-redcicing policies being implemented. .\ sizeable cross-section ot' Kenva's machinery-building branch is, in fact, embroiled in a multitude of quasi-productive activities which are directly responsible for the 1ragility of' the underlying technological base. The structure of production in the electrical-machinery industrv is a worthy example in this respect, because the majority of the highest value-added components are imported from parent companies. Local industry tends to be concerned solely with assembly operations for products oriented towards the consumer-goods market.
The development of the transport-machinery industry has followed a similar pattern, with no vehicle currently being manufactured locally. Production is instead based on the domestic assembly of foreign produced knocked-down kits. Thus although the Kenvan Government is involved in efforts to increase the local content of vehicle production, it is nevertheless the case that the machinery components incorporating the greatest share of value-added continue to be manufactured abroad. Limited market demand is the major constraint in achieving more integrated automobile manufacturing processes. These problems are not special to Kenya, however. India. in the early development of its vehicle-production facilities, had to struggle to improve the level of local content in manufacture, despite the fact that it had a long history of engineering practices and a population running to hundreds of millions.'
The empirical evidence justifying the assertion that importsubstitution programmes have failed to lessen Kenya's technological dependence is offered in Table 4 , which presents an economic profile of the development of self-sufficiency in aggregated machinerv production.
In the initial push for industrialisation in any countrv, imports of machinery are indispensable in order to provide the foundation for the gradual replacement of imported engineering items. In the context of IEven though only Ashok-Levland Ltd., of the hve civilian motor.vehicle manutactu-ers, was formally under external control dunng the eariv years, the industrv as A whole was very much dependent on foreign collaborators:
'of the few passenger m(dels manufactured int the country in :958, only one had an indigenous content of over half: the others ranged trom 30-37 per cent. Commercial vehicles were in a like state, ranging from 9 to 58 per cent indigenous content, and averaging 37 per cent. By the end of 1961 the position had improved, but in no case was the import content less than one.hfth, and it still ranRed up to :)ne.halt.' Michael Kidron, F,reign Kenya, however, this later import-replacement stage has not occurred. During the period 1974-82, when statistical data are readily available, the import-substitution effect in the indigenous-machinery sector was non-existent. Import-substitution in this sense refers to the difference between actual imports at the end of the period, and what thev would have been if the proportion of imports in total machinery consumption had been the same as at the beginning. In other words, if the import ratio in 1974 is applied to the aggregate demand for machinerv and equipment for the next eight years up to 1982, and if the results are compared with the actual imports of machinery and equipment during this period, then the impact of import-substitution mav be measured.
The change in imports from a base to a current year can be expressed as:
where A. represents the import proportion of machinery supplies, S denotes total machinery supplies, the subscripts , and referring to the base and current periods, respectively. This change can be divided into two elements: where the first term represents import-su'3stitution, and the second the expansion in imports due to the increase in domestic demand.'
The results of the analysis indicate that, during 1974--82, when industrialisation was occurring parri passu with the growth in the gross domestic product, there was a substantial expansion in the demand for technology. Moreover, in conjunction with the increase in general mechanical activity there was an expansion in the prcluction of domestic machinery. Import-substitution in machinerv, as a result, amounted to over 13 per cent of the increase in demand, a most creditable performance. The slowing of economic growth due to the effect of the international recession, and the closing of the border with Tanzania, meant that progress in import-substitution was not, however, maintained. Demand shrank, producing instead a contraction effect during 1978-82, by almost as much as the previous period's expansion. Although this led to a considerable decline in the imports of machinery compared to the level operating in 1978, none of this fall could be apportioned to the policies of import-substitution. In fact, the converse; the influence of this strategy weakened, an indication that the import ratio was greater in 1982 than in 1978.
Reviewing the results of the entire 1974-82 period makes dismal reading. Efforts at import-substitution have been ineffectual; indeed, despite some initial progress, there has been an overall increase in import dependency rather than a reduction. The minimal demandexpansion effect signals the reason why: the build-up of indigenous industry suited to the needs of consumer-goods production provides little incentive for the encouragement of domestic-machinery capacity.
EXPORT PERFORMANCE
If progress towards the goal of technological self-sufficiency has hecome locked into an enduring stationarv phase, then the export of machinery has by contrast gone into reverse. This mav seem a harsh indictment, but as Cambridge, i96i3), pp. Ifo0-2, and its exposition is drawn from Cheng, op. cit. p. 212.
The character of Kenva's post-independence industrialisation has centred on the development of final-consumption goods industries through the encouragement of multinational investments. Such a strategy inhibits the growth of domestic machine-making capacitv as the foreign companies preter to import their process technologies from the West, conforming to the practices and product standards already obtaining at their parent plants. In addition. local capital-goods producers have hren handicapped bv the negative tariff protection asforded to machinerv manufacturers in Kenva. Zero sales tax on certain (ategories of imported capital goods have lurther reduced the isAhilitv sot local production in 1982, an admittedly recessionary year, were lower in real terms than they were in 1977.
Even though cxports of machinery represent less than X per cent in value of all exports, they :id until thz ',eginning of the present decade account for between 4u to 50 per cent of total machinery output. But even during the recession of 1982, exports still amounted to almost one-fifth of machinery production value. Clearly, then, the export of agricultural equipment to contiguous African countries which are involved in the production of similar crops is of significant potential value to the development of the Kenvan machinerv industry. 2 Moreover, the prospects appear healthy that this export potential can be realised to a much greater extent than in the recent past. Government actions and political events have combined to provide the appropriate underlying conditions for Kenya's machinery builders to rr'ake an increasing impact on the export scene.
In the first place, although the Government's export compensation scheme has been in operation now for several years. the veaknesses are at last beginning to be overcome, and the programme's biggest criticism, that of delay in recompensing exporters, is gradually being rectified. In addition to the attempts at making Kenya's exports more competitive, there have also been encouraging political and diplomatic developments which lead to much optimism that the trading front can be expanded. Thus, in late 1984 the border with Tanzania was re-opened to trade for the first time since Februarv 1977. Drought and Source: Statistical .4bsttart, 2 83. 2 The African market tor agncultural erioipment has been i-timated to be between i.ooo and l.;oo million U.S.5 annualiv, which is supplied bv local producers. See Easlt Afnfa Rtport on rade una Indusirv Nairob.. 1983). p 2i.
other factors apart, it was the closure of this border, effectively blocking Kenya's exports to not oniv Tanzania but also Rwanda, Burundi, Zaire, Zambia, and other Southern African states, which precipitated the disappointing export performance of the machinerv sector since that date.' TL,e removal of this phvsical trading restriction will do much to rekindle export trade. There has, however, been an equally significant development in the emergence of the Preferential Trading Area.
The treatv for the establishment of the P.T.A. for Eastern and Southern Africa was signed in Lusaka in December 1981 by nine member-states, later increased to 15: Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Rwanda, Somalia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. Five other governments have been involved in the P.T.A. negotiations -Angola, Botswana, Malagasy, Mozambique, and Seychelles -and they have a standing invitation to accede to the treaty whenever they feel able. The P.T.A. has been designed to reduce tariff and non-tariff barriers of trade between its signatories over the ensuing decade, and has a tough timetable. It became operational on I July 1984, in the expectation of becoming a sub-regional common-market bv 1992. However, the ultimate objective, though no date has vet been specified, is to transfi Xim the P.T.A. into a fullv fledged economic community.
The initial tariff reductions were calculated from the basic ratz, duties applied by member-states on 30 September 1982. For Cii;. m goods this implies a quite huge .ariff reduction of 70 per cc('li1 concession which should do mi!ch to encourage trade in a regicn .r has a macket of approximately x jo million ocople, with a collec;' G.D.P. estimated at 55,ol(u mnillion US .C liars. Moreover, the fa: th,; oniv 9 per cent ol the P. .A. s total ara.ble land is under cultivatiot. with merely 4 per cent of tlIe available %,'ater supply currently lein; utilised, suggests that there is tremendous potential for the development of the region's agricultural sector and the related agro-processing industries, including machinery manufactui.>.
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The difficulties associated with regiona, economic co-operation schemes are well known, and the collapse ot the East African C'om-I There is no doubt that Kn%a i ma(hinerN p r-ucrs *ere hacI atie(rted hb the losurr oI the border with Tanzania in earls FehruirN t7
If he pre.iouss eAr, the% ixported mA hinerN and othercapital equipment to the value of Khb 6 million. but h% 78 this had shrunk to K_ I 2 million.
I Ken an A.ssx I aton oI NManuaI a(urcrr. IlntIorrn la,,r vShec. .1 (,uIiaiuRe ,i PI I Prrto,'-,n Ridutinui and Elminailon , / 1'ade Barn., , ^airohi. i, , t munity indicates vividly that they are real enough. During recert years. though, there has been an increasing recognition that regionAiisation is an essential element in loosening the long-term development constrictions which enfeeble Alfrican countries.' More importantly, perhaps, there is a growing realisation bv all concerned that such regional collaboration will not work unless the member-states accept an equi- The formation of the P.T.A. is an important enough event by itself, but perhaps its real significance lies in the wider trading developments which it could foreshadow. Viewed from this perspective, the emergence of the P.T.A. marks a further step in the direction advocated by the 1980 Lagos Plan of Action which, interalia advocated the creation of' an African Economic Communitv by the year 2000, 3 the basic premise being that African development cannot be the automatic by-product of the world economic system. Kenva's machinery manu-I'acturers, being somewhat more advanced than those of other African countries, will welcome, and undoubtedly benefit from, the continent's progression towards the attainment ol' this free-trading bloc. : B ihe heginning 4 tq8'l. six t the riiembers Hthtopta.
Malasi Mlauritius. Swaziland. Zambia, and Zimbahwe had started using the P T A clearinR mechanism. which is meant to toinimise the use of loreign exchange throutgh intreased use ot l(Kal turrencies to settle trade iransat tions Hut thr t it i er s I this ssstem hias Iteen ptrn ularls hampered b% the huge trade mbalances eXisting Ietv een some iif the trading partners rhese are ailreadv reported to ha6e aused considerable Irictioin between neighbouring Zambia and Limbabwe. due to the lormers huge trade dehcit ol L' S. S ii million which had to be paid for in ltorein exchange. See The Datglv Vation Nairobi . i J.iriuarv mlu8', p io I)ue IO persiste it problems (oncerned sith the Adtainment of self sutficiencv in lood production, the polics prtonty has now shilted trom the tto8o Mlonrosia strategy to that espoused bv the 0 A U att Addis Ababa in i8%, ofemphamistng the deselopment of agncultural activities. Hottse Crr ,)ner or liter, tither in the int reasserl n( hanismi,tn of itr( ulture. or througth luture Htforts to promote industnal capacitv, the need to nmulate tapitalot(xxis production in Africa sill again have to he recognised.
Once it is accepted that the production of' meihanical machinery represents the first phase in the process of gaining technological masters, there are three broad areas in which the Government of' Kenva can act to assist the development ol' the sector. ( I The growth of capital-goods capacity can be encouraged by removing some of' the disincentives and anomalies of the trading regime, in particular bv reducing the high cost ot' imported steels and components. g 2 The manufacture of machinerv can be directly stimulated, notably by public investment in designated kev industries. Guidelines for determining the strategic priority of productive activities should centre on an assessment of their potential contribution to the development of the manufacturing economy, preferably by helping to create a diversified sub-structure of supplier industries. (3) The establishment of an institutional framework can help to monitor, co-ordinate, and generally serve the interests of producergoods firms in anumber of crucial areas.
I. The Trading Regime
The non-emergence of a buoyant capital-goods sector in Kenya has been officialiv blamed on the restrictionist nature of import-substitution policies,' and the authorities are now becoming involved in efforts to liberalise the trading regime. Apart from a series of corrective devaluations of the currencv, import tariffs have been lowered in an attempt to induce a greater level of competitiveness in the local market. 2 the hope being that economic efficiency will be heightened in the manufacturing sector. At the same time it is believed that a reduction of tariff barriers will lead to an erosion of the high-cost. high-profit mentalitv that currentiv characterises Kenvan manufacturers .N eedless Cf (twai Khak, \inister of Finance during his 1981-2 Bs4epeecih Nairohi.h p.6 [the import-substitutionl focus on protection stifled the growth of new industries bv imposing high cost raw mateials and goods on the capitive domestic market, and forestalled the development of a capital goods industrv'. Note also the main thrust of Kensa's Fiftih Dtrelopment Plan. /984 88, p. ig: 'Priorities in the field of industrial consolidation will include balancing modenisation And expansion of existing enterpnse so as to gain maximum production efficiency, product diversification, improvements in the capacitv to export and estahlishment ol' ackward linkages rtquired to replace imported inputs. Promotion and development of producer goods industries will be encouraged where the replacement ol' imported inputs is possible and economicaliv viable.' I According to ibid. 'The Government's policv of gradually reducing tanff protection will indirectiv serve to stimulate export activitv. During the ',ih Plan penod. domestic producers and ilvestor% will find the considerable incentive to export (ointrasting sharply w%ith the squeeze placed upon production for the increasingiv competitive domestic market.' to say, there are limits to the extent that the Government can go in this direction,' and caution is required, for if the protective walls come down too quicklv, then Kenya's producers, at a time of' severe under-utilisation of capacity, may find themselves unable to compete.
The Government has indicated its intention to promote viable capital-goods production at a time when attempts are being made to foster exports. It is a fact that the N.I.C.s of South-East Asia have achieved rapid industrial growth through export expansion policies that initially concentrated on labour-intensive products whilst, concomitantly, pursuing a discriminatory import-substitution approach in respect of their engineering and intermediate industries. However, these countries were already at a stage where they had accumulated impressive technical capabilities. Moreover, even though their industrial strategy could be described as being 'neutralist', it has nevertheless been pursued, as Manfred Bienefeld argues, 'alongside a wide range of specific quantitative restrictions on imports and a panoply of " non-tariff barriers ", as well as of different specific export incentives, all of which are particularly easily used in the corporate state models in question '.2 It remains to be seen whether Kenya can implement and profit from similar industrial policies. A start has already been made by the manipulation of the duty and tax structure on imports as a means of providing incentives to iocal manufacturers. In addition, the authorities should, in particular, examine ways in which the producers of agricultural machinery can reduce their costs. An important step in this direction would be to exempt them from duties and sales tax on imported materials. This would not only allow manufacturers to compete more effectively with imports, but would provide incentives for the local production of equipment that hitherto was economically infeasible.
In an explicit bid to boost exports, plans have been announced recently to establish what have been termed '!Manufacturing Boards' concerned with export-oriented production. Thus, anv manufacturer intending to produce ioo per cent for export becomes entitled to total G Government statemenu during the earlv ig80s indicated that tariff amendments would increasingly be employed to aid Kenyan development and, in particular, to foster a capital-goods sector Nevertheless, the importance of tariffs in terms of procuring the resources for government expenditure is as strong as ever; import duties in 1983/4 represented 30 per cent of all indirect taxes, and some so per cent of total taxation, almost exactly the same set of proportions that prevailed in 1979 /80. See Economic Survey, 1984 \'anfred Bienefeicd Efficiencv. Expertise. NlCs and the Accelerated Development Report'. in IDS BIletin Brighton, 14, i. Januarv 1983, p. 0.
exemption from duties and sales tax on the required imported materials. In addition, more general policies of assistance should also he formulated, including: easier and longer-term credit, investment allowances, fiscal incentives, testing and quality-control facilities, and, possibly, a specialist agency to assist and advise businessmen in such matters as freight-insurance, marketing, and attendance at trade fairs.
Investment Imperatives
The creation of certain industries designed to promote the country's capital-goods capacity necessarily becomes the responsibility of the state if the private sector proves unwilling to undertake such investments. The Kenyan authorities appear to recognise this, and the 1984-8 Development Plan includes three proposed major capital-goods projects: the mini-integrated steel plant and specialist foundry mentioned already, and the construction of a public sector machine-tool plant.
Although all three ventures are important in their own right, and indeed complement each other in the process of production, the machine-tool plant is especially significant, because the relationship that industry forms with the users of its products is a crucial factor in the generation of appropriate technological adaption and innovation. It has been pronosed that the construction and early operation of this plant should be the responsibility, under a turnkey agreement, of the large' dian public-sector company, H.M.T., and if its feasibility report is ir tjlemented, 500 labour-intensive, general-purpose metal-cutting tools will be produced annually, sub-divided as follows: centre lathes i50, grinders 120, pillar-drilling machines 70, milling machines 6o, power hacksaws 50, and bench-drilling machines 50.' In addition, a training centre for the estimated 270 workers employed at the factory would also be established.
It is important that the planning authorities assign priority to this investment, because even if the construction of the specialist foundry continues to be delayed, the feasibility report for the machine-tool plant indicates that upgrading the foundry facilities of identified local concerns would prove a viable proposition.
The sub-contracting of foundry work is but one example of the type H.M.T. proposed that the selling price of lathes -the mos; expensive hut probably the tool with the greatest potential demand -should be K.Shs. 138.ooo, and that over 5oo would be purchased if the value of machine-tool Imports K.Shs. 7 1.70C.1i 3 6) for i982 held. The feasibilitv team estimated that if production takes place at capacitv, then a gross proht to sales of 20.8 per cent, with duties and taxes. would be realised.
